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Resistance to Reform:Status Quo Bias in the Presence of
Individual-SpecificUncertainty
By RAQUEL FERNANDEZ AND DANI RODRIK*
Whydo governmentsso oftenfail to adoptpolicieswhicheconomistsconsiderto
be efficiency-enhancing?
Our answer to this question relies on uncertainty
regardingthe distributionof gainsand lossesfrom reform.Weshowthat thereis
a bias towardsthe statusquo (and hence againstefficiency-enhancing
reforms)
wheneversome of the individualgainers and losersfrom reform cannot be
identifiedbeforehand.There are reforms which, once adopted, will receive
adequatepoliticalsupportbut wouldhavefailed to carrythe day ex ante. The
argumentdoes not relyon risk aversion,irrationality,or hysteresisdue to sunk
costs.(JEL D72, F13)
Whydo governmentsso often fail to adopt typicallyexpresses itself in the form of difpolicies that economists consider to be efferentialorganizationalability:for example,
ficiency-enhancing?This is one of the fun- the gains from the status quo may be condamental questions of political economy. centratedon a small numberof individuals
The answer usually relies on what may be
while the losses are diffuse, such that free
called a "nonneutrality"in the way that the
riding hampers the lobbyingefforts of the
gains and losses from the reform are dis- second group to a much greaterextent.1In
tributedwithin society:the gainersfrom the voting models, the nonneutralityoperates
status quo are taken to be politically through distributionalconsequences across
"strong" and the losers to be politically individuals,so that the median voter may
"weak,"therebypreventingthe adoptionof
preferthe statusquo to a reformthat would
reform. (Nondistortingtransfers would of
increaseaggregatereal income.2
course short-circuitthis problem, but they
We propose a differentsourceof nonneuare usually ruled out as unavailable.) In
tralityin this paper, one that relies on unpressure-groupmodels, this nonneutrality certainty regarding the distribution of gains
and losses from reform.What we will show,
specifically,is that there is a bias towardthe
* Fernandez: Department of Economics, Boston
status quo (and hence against efficiencyUniversity,270 Bay State Rd., Boston,MA 02215,and
enhancingreforms)whenever(some of) the
NBER; Rodrik: Harvard University, CEPR, and
individual gainers and losers from reform
NBER. Raquel Fernandez'swork was supportedby
cannotbe identifiedbeforehand.3There are
NSF grantSES 89-08390and by a HooverFellowship.
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througha researchprojecton Sustainabilityof Trade
Reform(RPO 675-32)and by an NBER Olin Fellowship.We thankLoretoLirafor researchassistance,the
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Kennedy School for financial support, and Alberto
Alesina, GuillermoCalvo,AvinashDixit, Konstantine
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1See Rodrik(1986)for anotherexample.
2We thankJagdishBhagwatifor suggestingthe formulationof our problemin termsof a "nonneutrality."
3Anne0. Krueger(1989)coins the phrase"identity
bias"to describea somewhatrelatedproblem,one that
arises from the possibilitythat the precise knowledge
of the losers' identities evokes a more sympathetic
response from the general population toward their
plight than if their identitieswere unknown.This is a
psychologicalSchellingesquedistinctionbetweenstatisinformationwhich differs
tical and individual-specific
from ours (see ThomasC. Schelling,1984 Ch. 5). See
alsoWilliamSamuelsonandRichardZeckhauser(1988)
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reforms which, once adopted, will receive business emerged as the staunchest deadequate political support but would have
fender of outwardorientationonce the polifailed to carrythe day ex ante. Significantly, cies were in place.6Existingmodels of trade
the result holds even if individualsare risk- reform cannot account for such apparently
neutral, forward-looking,and rational and
inconsistent behavior. However, the
in the absence of aggregate uncertaintyreanomalyis consistentwith the resultsof our
gardingthe consequencesof reform.Moremodel. In each of these cases, there existed
over, the conclusion does not rely on hysconsiderable uncertainty regarding the
teresis due to sunkcosts.
identity of the eventual beneficiaries(and
While the logic is general, we will use
losers) from the reform.As with any largetrade liberalizationas an example to motiscale price reform,it was difficultto predict
vate our approach and the specific model.
ex ante precisely which sectors and which
Trade reform is a particularlyinteresting entrepreneurswouldbe the winners.In such
examplebecause there is possiblyno area in
a setting,the nonneutralityidentifiedin this
which there is greater consensus among paper comes into play in full force: when
economists.4Despite the well-knowngains
individualsdo not know how they will fare
from trade, however, trade liberalizationis
under a reform, aggregate support for repoliticallyone of the most contentious acform can be lower than what it would have
tions that a governmentcan take. Histori- been under complete information, even
cally, significantliberalizationshave almost when individualsare risk-neutraland there
alwaysbeen associatedwith changes in pois no aggregateuncertainty.Moreover,the
litical regime or else have been undertaken role of uncertaintyin determiningthe outat a point of economic crisis. There is by
comes is not symmetric,since reformsthat
now a large literatureon the politicaleconare initiallyrejected will continue to be so
omy of trade policy.5
in the futurewhile reformsthat are initially
A strikingparadox,particularlyin develaccepted may find themselvesreversedover
oping countries, is that while trade reform time.
typically turns out to be a boon to large
In Section I, we provide a simple, diasegments of the private sector, these same
grammaticexpositionwhich shows the logic
groups are rarelyenthusiasticabout reform of the argumentin as transparenta manner
early on. This is a pattern observedin Taias possible. In Sections II and III, we dewan and South Korea (early 1960's),Chile velop a model which embeds the results
(1970's), and Turkey (1980's), the leading within standard trade theory and demoncases of trade liberalizationin the develop- strates that the results can obtain within a
ing world. In all three cases, reform was
general-equilibriumframework. We conimposed by authoritarian regimes and
clude the paper in Section IV.
againstthe wishes of business, even though
I. The Argument

for a broaddiscussionof the sourcesof statusquo bias
at the level of individualdecision-making,and Timur
Kuran(1988) for a reviewand critiqueof the related
literature.
4Even when the strictlyeconomiccase for free trade
fails, economistsare generallyquickto embraceit for
the same practical reason that Churchillembraced
democracy,namely as the lesser evil among possible
alternatives.See, for example,Paul Krugman(1987).
5See RobertE. Baldwin(1985 Ch. 1) and Bhagwati
(1988) and the references therein. On median-voter
models of trade policy, see in particularWolfgang
Mayer (1984) and Mayer and Raymond Riezman
(1987).

The maintainedassumptionin this paper
is that a policy reform is more likely to be
adoptedthe largeris the numberof individuals in favor of it. For concreteness, it is
convenientto use the languageof majority
voting(althoughour argumentwill also hold
for some other social-choicemechanisms).
Figure 1A shows schematicallyan economy in which individualsare aligned uni6For more detail on these cases, see our working
paper(Fernandezand Rodrik,1990).
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1A shows the distributionaloutcome, with
the two boxes representingthe gains and
losses accruing to individualson different
goins
segmentsof the continuum.The magnitudes
MD
of
gains and losses are indicated by the
0
1
0.4
0.6
numberscorrespondingto each box. All inlosses
dividualsalreadyin the W sector naturally
-0.2
gain, but there are also some gainersamong
individualswho were previouslyemployed
But majorityvotes against reform ex ante
in the other sector. Since the reform is
0.2
taken to enhance efficiency,the gainers'box
gains
is largerin area than the losers'box (the net
M
gain is 0.04). Notice that, as the figure is
0
1
expected losses
0.6
drawn,gainersconstitute a majority.In the
-0.067
presence of complete certainty,the reform
in questionwould thereforebe adopted:the
potentialwinnersin the L sector wouldjoin
B.
Majorityis worse-off with reform ex post:
W-sectorindividualsto pass the reform.
0.3
Now supposethat the individualsin the L
sector do not knowwho amongthem will be
gains
winners and who will be losers and that
ex ante they consider it equally likely that
M
D
any single one of them will be a winner.All
losses
0.9 1
0.7
9
-0.067
that they know is the aggregatenumber(or
the proportion)of winners. Will there still
But majorityvotes for reform ex ante:
be a majorityin favor of reform?Note that
0.3
uncertaintyrenders all L-sector individuals
identical ex ante. To know which way to
vote, they will computethe expectedbenefit
expected gains Mn
from reform. The expected benefit equals
0.015
the weightedaverageof the gainsand losses,
0
0.9 1
with the weights equalingthe probabilityof
each outcome occurring.The lower panel of
FIGURE 1. GAINS AND LOSSES FROM REFORM
Figure 1A shows that the expected benefit
is negative(- 0.067 per L-sectorindividual).
formly on a continuum between 0 and 1, Since the L sector representsa majorityof
as representedby the horizontalaxis. The the economy at the outset, the proposed
midpoint of the axis is indicated by "M." reformwould not be adopted.The losses to
We assume that the economy has two pro- the many are pulling down the gains to the
ductivesectors, sectorsW (for winners)and few, leavingan expected loss for all but the
L (for losers).D representsthe demarcation individualsalready in the W sector. Note
that the reformis not adopted even though
point between the status quo allocation of
individualsin the two sectors:individualsin (i) individualsare risk-neutral,(ii) a majorsector L are located to the left of D, and ity would vote for the reform ex post, and
(iii) both (i) and (ii) are commonknowledge.
individualsin sector W are to the right of
This example establishes that the presD. As drawn, a majorityof the individuals
ence of individual-specificuncertaintycan
are in the L sector prior to reform.
Now consider a reform that, if adopted, distort aggregate preferences. However, it
would increase the returnto W-sectorindi- does not establishthat there will necessarily
viduals,lower the returnto L-sectorindivid- be a bias againstreform.One can also conuals, and draw individualsfrom the second structexamplesin which this type of uncersector to the first. The top panel of Figure taintyleads to the adoptionof a reformthat
A.

Majorityis better off with reform ex post:

0.2
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turns out to be unpopularex post.7 Figure
1B shows such an example. The top panel
once again displaysthe actualoutcomesunder reform,with only a minoritybenefiting
this time. Under certainty, therefore, this
reform would not command majoritysupport. However, when L-sector individuals
are all equallyuncertainabouthow they will
fare under reform, the outcome could be
different. When there is uncertainty, the
expected benefit could be positive for all.
This is shown in the lower panel of Figure
1B. The expected gain per L-sectorindividual can be calculated to be 0.015 in this
case: [(0.3x 0.2)+ ( - 0.067x 0.7)]x (0.9)- 1.
There is an important asymmetrybetween the two cases, however.In the second
case (in which a reformis passed and turns
out to be unpopular), information is revealed as to how individualsactually fare
under the reform.Therefore,if there is ever
a secondvote or a chance to reconsider,the
reform may be repealed. In the other case
(in which reform is not passed), no new
informationis revealed,since the status quo
is maintained.This asymmetrybetween the
two cases leads to a status quo bias.
This may appearto be a contrivedexample with many loose threads. For example,
what keeps returnsin the two sectors from
being equalized in equilibrium,and is that
necessary to the argument? What is the
source of uncertaintyregardingthe identities of gainers and losers? As we will show
in the next section, it is possible to generalize the example and to place it in the context of a simple general-equilibriummodel.
II. The Model

Consider a two-sectorperfectly competitive economyin which each sector produces
a distinctgood, X or Y, using one factor of
production, labor (L), and with constantreturns-to-scale technology. There is no
harm in thinkingof X and Y as aggregates
7Bhagwati (1981), for example, argues that elites in
developing countries may sometimes support policy
reforms which end up hurting them due to the policymaker's occasional inability to establish the distributional impact of a reform.

made up of individualcommodities.Workers (or individuals)in each sector can by the
same logic be interpretedas producingdifferent products.Thus,
X= Lx/ax
Y= Lylay

and
L +L

=L

where a >O, j= x, y.

Labor cannot relocate between sectors
costlessly.The cost to an individual'srelocation is modeled as havingtwo components:
0, a knowngeneralinvestmentcost incurred
prior to switchingsectors, and ci, an individual-specificcost element incurred only
upon actually switchingsectors. The value
of the second component, however, is unknownto the individualand is revealedonly
if the general investment cost is incurred.
Only the distributionof c1, f(c), is known.8
The interpretationbehind this formulation
is that workershave different abilities and
productivities and, therefore, that their
"net" wages in another sector will differ.
Workerscannot know what their true abilities are before sinkingthe cost 0, which can
also be thought of as investmentin sectorspecific human capital.9Alternatively,entrepreneursmay not have the information
necessaryto be able to determineprecisely
what their firm'scost structurewould be in
the new industry.Only after obtainingthis
informationat cost 0 is their cost structure
revealed. This is a plausibleway of capturing the uncertaintythat is likelyto surround
each individual'sprospectsunderreform.
Workersmust therefore make two decisions: (i) whether to undertakethe general
investmentcost and, if the first is decided
8For simplicity of exposition, we are assuming that
the relocation cost is independent of the sector from
which the individual is relocating.
9However, individuals who desire to switch sectors
are not free to do so without incurring both costs (i.e.,
were they to do so, it is assumed that their marginal
product would be zero).
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affirmatively,then (ii) whetherto switchsectors and thereby incur the cost ci. To find
the optimalchoice, we startwith the second
decision. A workerwho has invested 0 will
choose to switchfrom industryy to industry
x if the differencebetweenwages in the two
industries is larger than her ci. Thus, for
any wage difference,there exists a level of
c, c, such that all workerswith ci < c will
switchto industryx. Therefore,let
c = WX-WY

(1)
where

w;

is the equilibrium wage in sector j

that results from the reform.
Ex ante, workersare identical and atomistic. Consequently,a worker in sector Y
will decide to incur the general investment
cost if her expected net benefit from doing
so is nonnegative,that is, if
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X. Labor'sinitial distributionbetween sectors, Lo and Lo, is given by history.Perfect
competition in the labor market ensures
that
(4)

w = p1/aI

j =x y.

Therefore,giventhe initialtarifflevel, w? =
w?. Note that wy is invariantwith respect to
P and equal to 1/ay.
Let us analyzethe behaviorof this economy with respect to changes in the tariff
rate commencingat Po. As the tariff rate
- w, increases,but initiallyno indifalls, W-X
vidualwill choose to undertakethe general
value
investment cost. Simultaneously,the
of c increases, as di/dP

= d

/dP

=

1/ax. Note that the left-handside (LHS)of
(3) is increasingwith P (i.e., d(LHS)/dP =
F(8)/ax > 0). Therefore, at a sufficiently
high relative price, P*, all y-sector individ-

(2)

F(c) [WX- fc(c)cdc[F(c)]

]

+ [1 -F(c)] wy--0 2 w

uals are indifferentbetween incurringthe
investmentcost and not. Those individuals
who choose to undertakethe generalinvestment cost and have a ci < c* will move to
sector x (where c* is the c associatedwith
P*)l0

where c 2 0 is the infimumover the values
taken by ci and F(c) is the cumulative
distribution function. The left-hand side
represents expected income when 0 is incurred,while the right-handside is the (certain) level of income in the absence of the
investment.Rearrangingterms,we obtain
(3) [WX-yF(

- cff(c)cdc - 0 2 O.

In order to illustrateour argumentmost
clearly,we consider a countrythat is small
in world markets, so relative prices within
each aggregateare fixed by world price ratios. Let this countryinitiallyhave a tariffof
a magnitudesuch that

Any further increases in the relative

price have all y-sector individualsstrictly
preferringto incur the general investment
cost and, as c and the relative wage of
sector x increasemonotonicallywith P, further laborreallocation(see Fig. 2).
We wish to show that there exist circumstances in which trade reform(in the manner of a tariff decrease) would be voted in
under complete certaintyas to the ex post
identityof individualsbut would be rejected
under uncertainty,despite the fact that individualsare risk-neutral.Consider, therefore, an initiative to change prices in this
economy from Po to P* by reducing the
tarifflevel accordingly.Since P* is the price
ratio at which all individuals are exactly
indifferentbetween undertakingthe invest-

Po = ax /ay

where P = px /py is the (tariff-inclusive)
relativeprice of good X in termsof good Y.
We normalize the domestic price of the
imported good, good Y, to equal 1. Thus,
decreasesin the value of the tariffhave the
effect of increasingthe relativeprice of good

10This zero-one behaviorwith respectto undertaking the general investmentcost is a product of the
linearityof technology.A decreasingmarginalproduct
of labor,as in the Ricardo-Vinermodel,would exhibit
a continuouslyincreasingproportionof individualswilling to incur the general investmentcost as a function
of relativeprices.
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in general, there exist ci such that
v (P*,

P*

wx* - 0-Ci)

> v (Po, WyO)

where v(Q)is the individual'sindirectutility
function.12

_____
0x

_Lo

_

Ly

FIGURE 2. ALLOCATION OF LABOR BETWEEN
SECTORS AS A FUNCTION OF RELATIVE PRICES

In order to provide a clear example, we
further specify some characteristicsof this
economy:we assume that individuals'preferences are identical,risk-neutral,and given
by
V(P,I)

ment cost and not, c* is exactlythat level of
c such that
cF(c) -

cf(c)cdc

- 0

=

O.

If asked to vote on whether to undertake
this reform,all individualsin sector y would
vote againstthis proposal.To see this, note
that the purchasing power of the wage
earned by an individual who remains in
sector y is unchangedin terms of good Y
and is strictly lower in terms of good X.
Given that at P* y-sector individualsare
indifferentbetween undertakingthe investment cost (under the assumptionthat the
reform will go through) and not investing
and remainingin sector y under the new
pricesystem,these individuals'expectedreal
income from the reformmust be lower than
that resultingfrom remainingwith the status quo. Therefore, if Lo > Lo, this measure would be rejectedby majorityvote.
If, on the other hand, individualsknew
ex ante what their identitieswould be under
the new regime(i.e., if each individualknew
her ci) and were then asked if they would
be willing to pay 0 + ci in order to switch
sectors, there may now be some y-sector
individualswho would be willing to do so
and, accordingly,willing to vote in favor of
the reform.1"That is, it is easy to show that,
1"We have confinedour attentionto a positiveanalysis of status quo bias. While the reforms that we
considerare efficiency-enhancing,
they are not Paretoefficient, given the assumed absence of lump-sum
transfers.

=

v(P)I=

pj;

where I is the individual'sincome level and
1 2 y > 0. The function f(c) is assumed to
be distributed uniformly on the interval
[0,c], so f(c) = 1/c, and thus, j = (20)o5.
Note first that w,* = P*/ax = wy*+ c =

and, therefore, P*=
wy?+j=(1/ay)+c
Thus, we must show that there
exist ci such that

P0 +ax.

v(P*)

> V(P?)

[wy?+ c-0-Ci

0?

That is, we must show
(P*)

,[wy O+ c--Ci]

>(P?)

,WYO.

Notingthat P* /P0 can be writtenas 1 + cay
yields
llay + (20)
> (llay)

0-

0

- Ci

1 + ay(20C)

0-5]y

which can be satisfiedfor many parameter
values(e.g., ay==1,
c=2,y =O.5).l3
12Throughout this discussion, in order to further
simplify exposition, we assume that tariff revenue is
distributed solely among those workers originally, located in sector x.
13Note that if y = 1 (i.e., individuals only consume
good X), then the above inequality can never be
satisfied, since the wage increase in sector x would
leave individuals with the same real wage as prior to
the reform, and moreover, the individual would have
paid the general and individual-specific investment cost.
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III. Dynamic Considerations

The model discussed above establishes
that certain reforms that would have been
popular ex post may not muster support
ex ante. So far, it does not establish a bias
toward protection, however.As mentioned
in Section I, it is possible to come up with
instances in which reform is embracedinitially, only to prove unpopular once the
identities of winners and losers are revealed. In a static setting,the logic of uncertainty works symmetrically,making both
cases "equally"likely.
There is good reasonto suspect,however,
that in practicethere will exist an asymmetry in favor of the status quo (protection).
The asymmetryarises from the fact that
new informationis revealed in the case in
which a reform is initially embraced and
instituted,while no suchthinghappenswhen
the reform is rejected from the outset.
Therefore, if given a second chance, the
electorate may reverse a reform that has
been "mistakenly" embraced. Moreover,
when consideringa set of reformsthat may
possess a short life span due to the fact that
it will be overturnedin the future, rational
individualsmayvote against
forward-looking
reformsthat initiallyappearto benefitthem.
By contrast,if an electorateinitiallychooses
to reject a reform, the electorate will not
changeits vote. Since no new informationis
revealed in the latter case, an electorate
that has refused reform once will continue
to do so no matter how many times it is
given an opportunityto reconsider.14Thus,
there is an important asymmetrybetween
the time consistencyof the status quo and
the time consistencyof certainreforms.
We will now show (i) that reforms,even if
instituted with majority support, may be
short-livedand (ii) that there is a tendency
toward inertia (toward the maintenanceof
the status quo) in these economies. To introduce dynamic considerations into the
framework,we turn to a two-periodversion
of the model. Individualsare able to vote at
14This statement is subjectto a caveat, as will be
made clear in the expositionof the argument.
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VI

V2
No (1)
Yes
Yes (2)
No (3)
No
Yes (4)

FIGURE 3. POSSIBLE OUTCOMES WHEN
INDIVIDUALS VOTE IN EACH OF Two PERIODS

the beginningof each period on whetherto
institute (or continue with) the reformduring that period. A decision not to continue
with a reformthat was previouslyinstituted
is taken to imply a return to the original
relativeprices. In each period, after voting,
individualsdecide whether or not to incur
the investmentcost 0 (paid up front in its
entirety) and, as before, whether or not to
switch sectors and incur the individualspecific cost. They then earn the correspondingwage in that period. The possible
outcomesare exhibitedin Figure3.
There are four possibilities:(i) reform is
first institutedand then reversedbecause it
proves unpopular;(ii) reform is instituted
and sustained because it proves popular;
(iii) reform is alwaysopposed; and (iv) reform is first rejected and then accepted.
While (i)-(iii) are possible equilibriumoutcomes,(iv) is not if, in this two-periodmodel,
the second period is not lengthierthan the,
first.
The problemposed by the existence of a
period significantlylengthierthan any other
is that the possibilityof strategicvoting is
introduced.In our two-periodexample this
would entail all individualsvoting against
the reformin the firstperiod and in favorof
the reform in the second since, foreseeing
that once uncertaintyis resolved a majority
will overturnthe reform[case (i)], individuals prefer to reject the reform in the first

VOL. 81 NO. S
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round in order to institute it in the second
round, thereby preservingthe reform for a
greater length of time. In the more plausible case of periodsof equal length, strategic
voting of this sort will never occur. Case (iv)
will never be an equilibrium,since if voters
reject the reformno informationis revealed
and, consequently,there is no incentive to
accept the reform the following period.
Since the existence of periods of uneven
length is ratherartificial,we henceforthrule
it out, eliminating(iv) as a possible equilibrium outcome. Apart from this restriction,
nothing qualitativein our results depends
on the number of time periods or on the
finiteness of individuals' horizons. Note,
therefore, the bias toward the status quo:
reforms that are initially rejected continue
to be so, whereas some reforms that were
previouslyaccepted cannot be sustained.
To make the preceding discussion a bit
more concrete, consider the same example
as in the previous section, with identical
parametersand with the same set of initial
conditions. Suppose that the effect of the
reform under consideration is to change

1153

the individual'sdiscount factor).15 Letting
P' be such that c < c, expression(5) can be
rewrittenas
v(P') [c(1+

)F(j)

-fCcf(c)dc+wyw(1

+)-

-

> v (PO) wy?(1+ a)

and j can be expressedas
a F'-a
ayax

Recalling that wy = wy?= a 1 and perform-

ing the appropriatesubstitutionsyields
((0.5 +S )[ ayP - ax ]2_a

yl+a

relative prices from P0 to P'> P* > Po. P'

is such that sector-y (and, of course, then
also sector-x)individualswould be willingto
vote in favor of this reform if they thought
that, once instituted, the reform would be
permanent.Thus, P' must satisfy
(5) v (P')([wx(1 + 6)- 6]F(j)

- f0cf(c)dc

+ [wy(1 + 6)-6][1-F(j)]

> v(P%)wY?(1
+ 6)
where W is the equilibrium wage in sector j
associatedwith P'. The terms in the braces

constitute the expected income from the
reformfor an individualinitiallyin sector y,
and the expressionon the right-handside of
the inequalityis a sector-y individual'sstatus quo utility.Note that the wage earnings
of an individualare now multipliedby 1 + 8,
which is the appropriate discounting of
wages earned over two periods (O< 8 < 1 is

> VPoJ

The above conditionensures that all y-sector individualswould vote in favor of a
permanent trade reform that changes relative prices from Po to P', since their
ex ante expected utility from this reform is
greaterthan the level of utility enjoyedunder the status quo. If, however, F(c)L?y +
Lo <[1

-

FG)]L?,, then, since the individu-

als who have remained in sector y now
enjoy a lower real wage than before, in the
second period the majorityof the population will vote against the reform and in
favorof a returnto the statusquo.16
It should be noted that, althoughit may
appear that reform would always be sup-

15Asexpressed in (5), c1 is only incurred in the first
period. We could have considered ci to be incurred in
each period without altering any of our conclusions.
16
A necessary condition for this phenomenon to
occur is c < c/2.
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ported for a sufficiently large P, this is
misleading.The size of the reform is constrainedby the initial level of trade restrictions.
Will individualsstill vote for the reform
in period 1, knowing that there will be a
return to the status quo following the second vote? Forward-lookingindividualswill
realize that the first-periodvote now presents a choice between the status quo and
temporary reform. They will vote for the

latter only if
(6)

v(P') [wxF(j)-

ccf (c) dc

+ w;[1-F(j)]-0
> V(P0)w,?.

Notice that second-periodwages are equal
across sectors (given a return to the status
quo).17Therefore,y-sectorworkerswill vote
for reform only if the expected first-period
benefits exceed the costs. Since this condition is more restrictivethan that of equation
(5), as the differentialbetween wXand w,
now accruesfor one period only, there will
be cases in which a reformwill be rejected
even though it would have been embraced
had it been perceived as permanent.Individualswill sometimesfind it unprofitableto
incur the investmentcosts for a transitory
reform and, hence, will vote against the
reformfrom the outset. However,the lower
is S (i.e., the more the future is discounted
or the greater the intervalbetween votes),
the more likely it is that a reform that is
accepted when permanent will still be accepted when temporary.
IV. ConcludingRemarks
Our framework has a number of interesting features. First, it shows how uncertainty

regardingthe identitiesof gainersand losers

17This allows us to bypass the question of whether

sector-x individuals who have relocated in sector y
must incur any costs if they wish to return to sector x.
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can prevent an efficiency-enhancingreform
from being adopted, even in cases in which
reformwould prove quite popularafter the
fact. As the extended version of the model
shows, there is a bias towards the status
quo. Second, the model suggests that an
appropriatelylargereformwill be needed to
get individualsto respond in the desired
manner.18This is a conclusionshared with
some other positive models of reform in
which either hysteresisor asymmetricinformation plays a role (see Rodrik, 1989a,b).
Third,our model helps explainan apparent
puzzle: in countries like Korea, Chile, and
Turkey,radicaltrade reformsintroducedby
autocraticregimes have not collapsed (and
indeed have turnedout to be popular),even
though they had little support prior to reform. Our framework makes clear why
ex ante hostility to reform and ex post sup-

port are quite consistentwith each other.
It shouldbe clear that our argumentdoes
not rest on the assumptionof a democratic
voting mechanism.One could also, for example, obtain the same qualitativeresults if
decisionswere made accordingto the preferences of a median interestgroup.What is
crucial to our results is that there be no
mechanismthat costlessly translatesthe intensity with which individualsfavor a proposed reform into outcomes (e.g., frictionless lobbying).Such a mechanismwould, of
course, implementall reformsthat increase
efficiency.
The question may arise as to whether
feasible transfer schemes exist to institute
otherwiseunpopulartrade reformsby popular support. In most models, the answer
would be trivially"yes." Here, there is an
importantconsiderationthat constrainsthe
use of such "bribing"mechanisms.Any such
transfer scheme may be time-inconsistent,
providingincentivesto the ex post majority
to renege on the agreement. Of course,
such questionscan be settled only by examining the equilibriaof particular"bribing"
games.
18However, this is no longer true if individuals are
risk-averse; a large reform would magnify the uncertainty and could solidify the preference for the status
quo on account of the greater risk.
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It should also be obvious that, while we
have selected trade reform as an example,
the logic applies to any reformthat creates
a distribution of gains and losses whose
incidenceis partiallyuncertain.Since this is
a characteristic of any important policy
change one can think of-whether it be
macroeconomicstabilizationin developing
countries, welfare reform in advanced industrialcountries,or transitionto a market
economyin socialistcountries-the general
principle established here with respect to
the obstinacy of the status quo has wide
relevance.
An interestingextensionwhichwe do not
explore in this paper would be to endogenize the set of reforms that are politically
feasible and to allow individualsto choose
not only between a specific reform and the
status quo, but also among alternativereforms. A model with greater institutional
structure would be needed to determine
how these reformsare initiallyselected.
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